Abstract: An ear recognition system represents a powerful tool in forensic applications. Even in case the facial characteristic of a suspect is partly or fully covered an image of the outer ear may suffice to reveal a subject's identity. In forensic scenarios imagery may stem from surveillance cameras of environments where image compression is common practice to overcome limitations of storage or transmission capacities. Yet, the impact of severe image compression on ear recognition has remained undocumented. In this work the authors analyse the influence of different state-of-the-art image compression standards on ear detection and ear recognition algorithms. Evaluations conducted on an uncompressed ear database are considered with respect to different stages in the processing chain of an ear recognition system where compression may be applied, representing the most relevant forensic scenarios. Experimental results are discussed in detail highlighting the potential and limitations of automated ear recognition in presence of image compression.
Introduction
The intricate structure of the outer ear constitutes a powerful biometric comprising highly discriminative biometric information. Generic automated 2D ear recognition systems consist of four major modules [1] : (i) image acquisition, where (in the ideal case) a side profile of a face image is captured; (ii) pre-processing, which involves ear detection and image enhancement. In past years, diverse approaches to ear detection have been proposed, for example, based on template matching [2, 3] or contour extraction [4, 5] ; (iii) feature extraction, refers to the process in which the pre-processed ear image is reduced to a biometric feature vector summarising discriminative information. Numerous feature extraction algorithms have been suggested, for example, general purposes texture descriptors [6] [7] [8] , intensity-based features [9, 10] or Gabor filters [11, 12] ; (iv) comparison, where appropriate comparators, that is, classifiers, are used to obtain comparison scores. For surveys on ear recognition technologies the reader is referred to [1, 13] . In contrast to other well-established biometric characteristics, for example, fingerprints [14] , iris [15] , or face [16] , the ear offers several advantages in the context of forensics. The morphology of the outer ear is fairly stable, and robust to change in facial expressions. Thus, ear recognition may outperform face recognition systems, especially in forensic scenarios where faces might intentionally be covered [1] . Profile images of subjects which comprise ears of sufficient quality can be extracted by the vast majority of today's surveillance cameras, as confirmed by a study on the evidential value of ear images from CCTV footage [17] . In addition, success stories in forensic investigations, for example, News [18] , have confirmed the potential of ear recognition. The continuous recording of surveillance cameras generates large volumes of footage data that needs to be transferred from remote locations often via narrow bandwidth networks. Segmentation of data subjects and detectable biometric characteristics can reduce the data stream. Moreover, reduction of biometric data volume can be achieved by compression of captured images. However, in order to provide vendor-neutrality the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) specifies different biometric characteristics to be recorded and stored in (raw) image format rather than in extracted reference data (templates). With respect to standardisation ISO/IEC IS 19794 on 'Biometric Data Interchange Formats' [19] represents the most relevant standard. Based on several empirical evaluations on the influence of image compression on fingerprints, for example, in [20] [21] [22] , face, for example, in [23] [24] [25] [26] or iris, for example, in [27] [28] [29] [30] , the JPEG 2000 image compression standard [31] is recommended for compression of face and iris images. While conventional fingerprint recognition systems store fingerprints in a minutiae-based format forensic applications require fingerprint images acquired at 500 to 1000 ppi to be compressed with JPEG 2000 [19, 32] . In the vast majority of studies it is found that, depending on biometric characteristics, fairly high compression of biometric data can be achieved, while biometric performance is maintained [22, 26, 33] . Further, it has been observed that lossy compression causes effects similar to low-pass filtering which may even improve recognition accuracy [26, 28] . It is important to note that appropriate bit-rates may depend on the image resolution since low-resolution images may not allow for further compression. Further, obtained bit-rates depend on whether some kind of pre-processing is applied, for example, higher compression may be applied to original face images while compression at identical bit-rates may cause a significant decrease in performance when applied to cropped regions of interest (RoIs) since homogeneous regions in original images may allow for higher compression [26] . Similar effects have been confirmed for iris where higher compression can be employed on cropped images of an eye compared with pre-processed (polar) iris images [33] . Such observations clearly hamper an explicit comparison of obtained results reported for (different) biometric characteristics.
Despite investigations on compression of raw fingerprints images which are supported by investigation authorities, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation [34] , existing studies on the effects of image compression on biometric data may be of less relevance from a forensic perspective. Aforementioned studies as well as standardisation activities analyse the effects of different image compression standards on biometric recognition systems in order to elaborate a common standard for the compression of biometric data which still enables reliable authentication [19] . Further, diverse compression techniques have been explicitly designed for distinct biometric modalities, for example, in [20, [35] [36] [37] [38] . Hence, in various application scenarios lossless or slight compression is considered in bi-lateral compression scenarios, that is, probe and reference images are compressed. In contrast, forensic applications may also be presented with highly degraded images caused by lossy compression. Moreover, comparisons of bad-quality (compressed) probe images to good-quality (uncompressed) reference images, that is, uni-lateral compression scenarios, may also represent a likely case in forensic investigations. Further, for forensic investigations the movement of unknown data subjects (not registered in a database) between different camera positions needs to be tracked then comparison of highly compressed samples stemming from different footage material must be analysed, that is, bi-lateral compression scenarios are of relevance as well.
Focusing on ear biometrics, so far, no studies investigating the effects of image compression have been proposed. In [39, 40] the impact of noise and blur on ear detection and recognition algorithms has been investigated. In these works experiments simulated camera noise and out-of-focus blur. It was found that while conventional detection algorithms appear rather robust in presence of these signal degradations, recognition algorithms are highly influenced by noise causing a significant decrease in accuracy for images exhibiting peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) values of 20-30 dB. Further, effects of barrel distortion and super-resolution on ear biometrics are investigated in [41] . It has been empirically shown that biometric performance drops in case of barrel distorted images, which might be compensated by the use of super-resolution images for model normal vector creation. While these studies merely focus on effects caused by potential image distortions, omnipresent artefacts caused by image compression represent a more relevant signal degradation which further motivates our work.
In this work we study the effects of image compression on ear biometric recognition systems. We mainly consider two widely used image compression standards, JPEG [42] (JPG) and JPEG 2000 [31] (J2K). In addition, we present experiments on alternative compression standards, that is, JPEG XR [43] (JXR) and the recently proposed better portable graphics [44] (BPG). Uncompressed samples of different widely used ear databases are compressed at various bit-rates and the influence of considered image compression standards is reported for a scenario-based evaluation. Thereby, simulated recognition scenarios in the presence of severe image compression are comparable with corresponding original (un-effected) systems. In contrast to existing studies on the impact of image compression on biometric recognition emphasis is put on scenarios that are considered as most relevant for forensic applications. Depending on the scenario image compression is applied at different stages of an ear biometric processing chain. In order to cover all considered uni-and bi-lateral scenarios we provide a detailed investigation of the impact of image compression on different state-of-the-art ear detection algorithms as well as feature extractors. Hence, for experts in the field of forensics our evaluations provide a comprehensive reference on the feasibility and limitations of (semi-)automated ear recognition under the influence of image compression.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises the considered image compression standards, the employed ear database, and the experimental protocol. In Section 3 different scenarios are introduced, evaluated, and discussed in detail. In Section 4 further investigations considering different image scales and alternative compression techniques are presented. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Image compression and experimental setup
In the following sections we describe the employed image compression standards and specific compression artefacts frequently caused by them. Subsequently, we introduce the employed merged dataset, according ground truth information for ear detection, and the performance metrics used in experimental evaluations. Further, we analyse the quality of compressed images in terms of rate distortion performance. 
Image compression standards and artefacts
As previously mentioned, in the majority of experiments we employ two lossy image compression algorithms (in default settings) for bitrates between 0.1 bits per pixel (bpp) and 1.0 bpp: † JPEG (JPG): the widely-used DCT-based image compression method is defined in ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 [42] . We iteratively configure quality parameters in order to obtain desired bit-rates using the ImageMagick software convert [45] . † JPEG 2000 (J2K): the wavelet-based image compression standard which operates at higher compression ratios is defined in ISO/IEC IS 15444-1 [31] . The JJ 2000 software [46] is employed as conversion tool which allows for explicit rate control.
Compressions for the minimum and maximum bit-rates for a sample image of the employed database (see Section 2.2) are shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 illustrates an example of artefacts resulting from JPG and J2K compression. When performing block-based coding for quantisation, as in JPG-compressed images, ringing and block boundary artefacts can appear. Results of J2K compression typically do not generate block-based artefacts of the original DCT-based JPG standard. J2K only produces ringing artefacts, manifested as blur and rings near edges. Another difference between JPG and J2K is that the latter requires complex and computationally more demanding encoders/decoders [31] .
MPEG or Motion JPEG2000 (MJ2) encoded video footage comprises identical artefacts, respectively. In this work we only consider still images while, in addition, other compression artefacts may occur in video footage such as block boundary discontinuities at edges of motion compensation prediction blocks even in case error-protection is available, for example, in-loop de-blocking filter in H.264/AVC [48] .
Databases, ground truth and experimental protocol
For our evaluation, we have composed a dataset of mutually different images of the publicly available UND-J2 [47] and UND-NDOff-2007 [49] ear database. The merged dataset contains a total number of 2192 left profile images of size 640 × 480 pixels from 513 subjects with least 5 and up to 17 images per subject. In contrast to existing works, in which experiments are conducted on significantly smaller datasets, for example, <100 subjects, this fused dataset allows for a more comprehensive and hence statistically more relevant evaluation. Only yaw poses of −60°and −90°degrees are considered as relevant, since off-angle images, which might not pass quality checks within automated ear recognition or forensic investigations, are expected to cause a significant drop in recognition accuracy [50] . Performance is evaluated by conducting a total number of 512 genuine and 512 × 513 = 262,656 impostor comparisons per cross-validation. For a single comparison four reference images per subject are randomly chosen and compared against the given probe image, where the median score is returned. We perform a 10-fold cross-validation based on which the median results are reported. Thereby, sampling errors are minimised while statistical significance increases. For the entire database ears were manually annotated in form of ear bounding boxes in order to obtain an appropriate ground truth for automated ear detection algorithms. The annotated bounding boxes yield an average size of 125 × 95 pixels for the entire data set.
In [51] the average size of the outer ear of males and females across different age groups is measured as 61.7 × 37.0 mm and 57.8 × 34.5 mm, respectively. For an average angle of auricle of 32.5°across age groups and sex we approximate the bounding box of an ear of any subject as 70 × 60 mm. Examples of state-of-the-art surveillance camera models made available by major vendors are shown in Table 1 (characteristics refer to currently best products). One could assume a camera with focal length of 8 mm, sensor diagonal of 1/2.5″, and resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels. The diagonal D of the field of view at a distinct distance is estimated as,
for focal length f and sensor diagonal d. For the considered camera model the aspect ratio is 16:9, that is, the field of view in object space corresponds to
. This means, the considered camera model would capture images where ear regions comprise approximately 125 × 95 pixels at a distance of A ≃ 2 m, the same procedure has been applied in [39, 40] . We consider ∼2 m as reasonable distance for ear recognition while smaller re-scaled images are considered in further experiments, see Section 4.1.
Performance is estimated in terms of equal error rate (EER) and (true-positive) identification rate (IR), in accordance to the ISO/ IEC IS 19795-1 [52] . In experiments identification is performed in the closed-set scenario returning the rank-1 candidate as identified subject (without applying a decision threshold).
Image quality estimation
To quantify the quality of compressed images we apply PSNR and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) by Wang et al. [53] . PSNR is still widely used because it is unrivalled in speed and ease of use while SSIM also takes structural features into account. Fig. 3 depicts estimated average quality for JPG and J2K compression of original images as well as according RoI, that is, manually annotated bounding boxes comprising outer ears (cf. 
Evaluation scenarios
We consider four different scenarios including uni-and bi-lateral compression where ear detection is either performed automatically or by using ground-truth data. A flow-diagram of all scenarios is shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, image compression is applied to original images prior to segmentation in all scenarios. The following sections describe applied feature extraction techniques, detection algorithms and each compression scenario in detail.
Feature extraction
In our experiments we apply four well-established statistical image feature extractors. Each feature extractor processes pixel-neighbourhoods within image patches resulting in a sequence of histogram distributions (one per patch) forming the biometric feature vector: † Local binary patterns (LBP) [56, 57] : We extract LBP features from the n-8 neighbourhood of each pixel in the image. We divide the image into a regular grid of 10 × 10 pixels and concatenate the local LBP histogram within each grid cell. † Local phase quantisation (LPQ) [58, 59] : We extract local LPQ histograms from a regular grid with 11 × 11 pixels cells and concatenate each of the local histograms to obtain the global feature vector. † Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [60] : The HOG descriptor in our experiment is using a patch size of 8 × 8 pixels with nine different orientations. † Binarised statistical image features (BSIF) [61] : Features are extracted using 5 × 5 pixels filters of 5-bit depth on 20 × 20 pixels sub-windows.
We have chosen spatial histogram features since these directly encode distinctive properties of the image signal, for example, gradients or phase, without any further semantic interpretation. More recently, it has been shown that general purpose texture descriptor, for example, LPQ or BSIF, which process images in a patch-wise manner, maintain or even improve biometric performance compared state-of-the-art methods, for example, Gabor filters, in real-world conditions where variations in illumination and pose frequently occur [8] . Similar observations have been made for other biometric characteristics, for example, palmprint [62] . High-level features, such as outlines or landmarks are usually based on the same low-level image information as spatial histograms. Consequentially, we assume that effects of image compression on feature descriptors based on spatial histograms relate to changes in high-level features, for example, inaccurately positioned landmarks or wrongly detected outlines. Employed appearance features exhibit a large number of dimensions. For creating our feature space, we compute a projection matrix based on our training data by using LDA. After computing the feature space from the training images, we project the test images into the same feature space. Subsequently, we assign an identity based on a NN-classifier and cosine distance. The source code for feature space projection and classification is based on the PhD face recognition toolbox [63] .
Scenario 1: compressed probe -manually segmented
In the first uni-lateral scenario (S 1 ) the ear recognition system is presented with a compressed probe image where a database of good-quality (uncompressed) correctly segmented reference images is available for comparison. In addition the outer ear within the probe image is manually segmented, that is, the ground truth data is employed for both, probe and reference images. S 1 refers to the likely case where the subject to be identified has already been found in acquired image material, for example, in case of a robbery where video footage is captured directly by surveillance installed at the crime scene. We consider S 1 as the most relevant scenario from a forensic perspective.
Obtained performance rates for verification and identification for S 1 are summarised in Table 2 . For this scenario identification performance is considered as more relevant. The relative increase or decrease in terms of EERs and IRs for the best performing feature extractors is shown in Fig. 5 . Focusing on the baseline performance (uncomp.) we observe that LPQ and BSIF descriptors yield best results followed by HOG and LBP. In general recognition accuracy tends to decrease in this uni-lateral compression scenario, however, all feature extraction techniques appear rather robust down to bit-rates of 0.3 bpp while the performance of HOG and LBP descriptors is affected more compared with LPQ and BSIF. Further, we observe that for reasonable image quality, that is, down to 0.3 bpp (cf. Fig. 3 ), comparable biometric performance is obtained for JPG and J2K compression. That is, for the biometric performance of an ear recognition system the choice of feature extraction appears to be more important than the choice of image compression algorithm, that is, feature descriptors such as LPQ or BSIF which are designed to extract robust phase information generally reveal better performance compared with techniques employing merely gradient information such as HOG or LBP.
Scenario 2: compressed probe and referencemanually segmented
In the second scenario (S 2 ) we analyse a bi-lateral compression, that is, probe as well as reference images are compressed at the same bit-rate. Again, segmentation is performed based on the available ground truth information. That is, S 2 refers to the case where pairs of ear images to be compared are extracted from similar sources, for example, different surveillance cameras where the outer ears of subjects are manually segmented. Such a scenario may be relevant in forensic investigations where the presence of subjects at different places is confirmed without or prior to verifying their identities, for example, confirming that a single subject appears at different crime scenes (tracking). Table 3 summarises performance rates for S 2 . In contrast to S 1 , in S 2 verification performance may be more important. Relative changes in EERs and IRs for the two best performing feature extractors are depicted in Fig. 6 . First, we observe that the ranking of feature extraction algorithms is the same as in S 1 . However, in this bi-lateral scenario biometric performance tends to improve for the majority feature descriptors across considered bit-rates, in particular for HOG and LBP. Similar effects have already been observed for other biometric characteristics, for example, for iris [33] . On the one hand, de-noising capabilities of slight image compression can have a positive effect on recognition accuracy [64] . On the other hand, compression algorithms cause distinct artefacts which may result in subject-specific features, that is, image compression may be seen as an effective pre-processing layer prior to the feature extraction stage. For bit-rates down to 0.3 bpp obtained biometric performance is similar for JPG and J2K compression, for lower bit-rates feature descriptors constantly yield better performance of J2K compression (EERs <10%). Due to the fact that identical conditions of biometric input data generally reveal better performance (for considered levels of image quality) it might be beneficial to adjust reference data (available in raw format, cf. S 1 ) accordingly.
Ear detection error
In the next scenarios we perform automatic detection of outer ears. Therefore, we first calculate the detection error E from the segmentation result S(I ) for an image I with corresponding ground truth mask G I (both of dimension m × n pixels), such that for all positions x, y, G I [x, y] = 1 labels 'ear' pixels (otherwise
We evaluate the performance of cascaded object detectors with a fixed-size sliding window. We use (i) LBP [65] , (ii) HOG [60] , and (iii) Haar-like features (HLF) [66] . Detectors are trained with images from WPUTEDB ear database [67] and negative samples from the INIRA person detection dataset [68] . Since the compression rate of a given probe is not known a priori detectors are only trained with good-quality images.
Obtained segmentation errors for considered bit-rates are summarised in Table 4 . We observe that ear detection algorithms appear to be rather robust down to bit-rates of 0.3 bpp where HLF and HOG yield lower detection errors than LBP. For lower bit-rates ear detectors work better for J2K-compressed images. Based on obtained results we choose HLF for automated ear detection in subsequent scenarios. In a real-world scenario this choice may further be motivated by the fact that HLF works best on the employed image database in raw format.
Scenario 3: compressed probe -automatically segmented
The third scenario (S 3 ) represents an uni-lateral compression where ear detection is performed automatically on the compressed probe image. This scenario is similar to S 1 , however, the fully automated system in S 3 is capable of processing large amounts of data, for example, video footage of several surveillance cameras. Thus, S 3 could refer to the case where a large set of subjects has to be compared against a good-quality reference database in order to reveal identities of single subjects, for example, if video footage captured by several cameras installed in public places needs to be analysed.
Performance rates and relative changes in EERs and IRs for LPQ and BSIF obtained for S 3 are shown in Table 5 . Compared with S 1 and S 2 where ear segmentation is performed based on a manually annotated ground truth biometric performance significantly drops. We conclude that ear segmentation, which could even fail in case an automated ear detector is applied, represents a crucial and challenging step in the processing chain of an ear recognition system. Further it can be seen that for the vast majority of considered compression rates (down to 0.2 bpp) better performance is obtained for JPG-compressed images. Spurious compression artefacts (i.e. blocking artefacts in high contrast boundary areas) assisting in boundary localisation seem to be the reason for the performance increase of JPG [55] . It is important to note that biometric performance rates obtained in this scenario may still be practical from a forensic point of view. By increasing the amount of returned candidates (e.g. rank-10 instead of rank-1) accuracy is expected to improve significantly.
Scenario 4: compressed probe and referenceautomatically segmented
In the fourth scenario (S 4 ) reference and probe images are compressed at identical bit-rates representing an uni-lateral compression scenario. In contrast to S 2 , in S 4 ear detection is performed automatically on both images to be compared. This scenario may refer to the case where subjects have to be verified across a large amount of available data captured by similar devices where no good-quality reference is available. From a forensic perspective the automatic tracking of subjects across a large amount of video footage captured by different surveillance cameras could represent a relevant use case of S 4 . Table 6 summarises obtained performance rates for S 4 . Interestingly, obtained biometric performance is significantly better across all considered bit-rates compared with S 3 . From the baseline performance we observe that while segmentation has been identified as essential processing step the type of segmentation plays an important role as well. In this bi-lateral scenario automated detection is performed on both, the reference and probe image. Further, as mentioned earlier, identical image conditions may additionally improve recognition rates. Again, (such as in S 3 ) down to bit-rates of 0.3 bpp better performance is obtained for JPG-compressed images which retain clear edges.
Further investigations
In addition, we evaluate effects of image scale as well as alternative compression algorithms. We limit these evaluations on the scenario considered as most relevant for forensic applications, that is, S 1 .
Influence of distance/resolution
On the basis of the theoretical analysis of Section 2.2 sizes of outer ears within original images correspond to an average distance of approximately 2 m between subject and camera [39] . In order to estimate the influence of image compression for larger distances we re-scale original images using scaling factors of 50 and 25%. That is, images are re-scaled and compressed in order to simulate distances of approximately 4 and 8 m. It is important to note that a decrease in image scale directly relates to a decrease in image resolution. This means, scaling factors of 50 and 25% correspond to a decreases of image resolution of original images from 640 × 480 to 320 × 240 and 160 × 120 pixels, respectively. Considered scaling factors result in average sizes of ears of approximately 63 × 48 pixels and 31 × 24 pixels, respectively. Fig. 7 shows an example of RoIs comprising the outer ear extracted from re-scaled images at compression rates of 1.0 and 0.1 bpp. As can be seen, at maximum compression rates of 0.1 bpp the outer ear may be highly degraded or even disappear depending on the acquired image scene. Experimental results for different scaling factors are summarised in Table 7 where the best performing feature extractor is applied, that is, LPQ. Relative changes of EERs and IRs at different scaling factors are depicted in Fig. 8 . For a scaling factor of 50% LPQ reveals similar results compared with original images down to bit-rates of 0.5 bpp for both types of image compression. In contrast, a scaling factor of 25% causes a significant performance drop across all considered bit-rates where performance at the maximum compression rate (0.1 bpp) almost refers to random guessing, cf. Figs. 7f and h. We conclude that the distance of a subject, that is, the size of the outer ear within the image, represents a crucial factor in the presence of image compression. While ear recognition remains feasible on uncompressed re-scaled images compression artefacts of JPG and J2K may severely degrade or completely blur the outer ear region.
Alternative compression algorithms
As alternative image compression algorithms we consider JPEG-XR (ISO/IEC IS 29199-2) [43] as well as the recently proposed BPG Format [44] . JXR which is based on Microsoft's HD Photo is known to produce higher quality than JPG and faster conversion than J2K. In the default configuration the photo overlay/overlap transformation is only applied to high pass coefficients prior to the photo core transformation. We employ Microsoft's JXR reference software for the conversion task and iteratively adjust quantisation levels to achieve a target bit-rate. The BPG format is based on the H.265/HEVC video format and a valid HEVC bitstream can be reconstructed from the BPG in case a non-modifiable hardware decoder is present. The H.265/HEVC subset that comprises BPG was chosen to support a wide variety of features, for example, animation support, as well support for all features which are present in JPG, for example, colorspaces, as well as the extended JPG standard (JPEG XT) [69] , for example, higher dynamic range and lossless compression. The main improvement over the JPEG standard in terms of coding efficiency can be reduced to the smaller block size, combined with an adaptive decomposition quadtree, and intra frame prediction. For BPG compression we iteratively configure quality parameters in order to obtain desired bit-rates using the encoder available at [44] . Examples of resulting RoIs of JXR and BPG-compressed images are shown in Fig. 9 . Table 8 shows obtained EERs and IRs for both compression algorithms and Fig. 10 depicts relative changes of EERs and IRs. On the one hand, compared with JPG and J2K best biometric performance is obtained on images compressed with the recently proposed BPG format. The superior rate-distortion performance of BPG compared with J2K or JXR further indicates the feasibility of robust ear recognition at large distances. However, obtained performance gains appear rather small and may not be interpreted as significant. On the other hand, JXR compression does not provide any improvement in terms of biometric performance. We conclude that biometric performance obtained on compressed images rather depends on the employed feature extractor than on the applied image compression technique.
Conclusions
In this work we investigated the feasibility and limitations of ear recognition under the influence of image compression which represents an omnipresent type of image distortion in forensic applications. Based on experimental results obtained for three different detection algorithms and four feature extraction methods we conclude that, ear recognition might be feasible in the presence of severe image compression depending on several factors:
(i) The quality of the employed compression algorithm and the compression rate play an important role. For all employed feature extractors as well as detection algorithms we observe differences in biometric performance for the considered compression algorithms. For the majority of compression algorithms bit-rates below 0.3 bpp cause serious drops in biometric performance. (ii) Ear segmentation is a crucial processing step. Significantly better performance was obtained for scenarios S 1 and S 2 where ears were manually annotated in contrast to the more challenging scenarios S 3 and S 4 employing automated ear detection.
(iii) The type of ear segmentation plays another important role. Better performance was obtained when both, probe and reference image were automatically processed although automatic detectors may perform false segmentations. This finding may call for semi-automated systems where humans approve automatically detected ear regions in case a large amount of data has to be processed.
(iv) The choice of feature extraction is of great importance. At identical compression rates systems relying on distinct feature extractors outperform others in terms of biometric performance across considered compression algorithms.
(v) In contrast to re-scaled uncompressed images, limits of ear recognition on compressed re-scaled images, representing low-resolution scenarios and large distances, are reached relatively fast since compression algorithms tend to cause severe degradations on small regions comprising the outer ear of a subject.
On the basis of the above observations different approaches might be subject to future investigations. While this work considers a NN-classifier and cosine distance at comparison stage, more sophisticated classifier which might depend less on applied feature extraction, for example, sparse representation classification [12, 70, 71] , could help to improve the robustness of an ear recognition system in the presence of image compression. However, a more complex classifier might as well increase the response time of the system if it is operated in identification mode. Moreover, super-resolution techniques might be of particular interest in case video footage is available. These methods could be employed in order to reduce compression artefacts and hence improve the robustness and biometric performance of an ear recognition system [41] . Further, feature fusion approaches [9, 11, 72] could be utilised to bridge the observed performance gap between systems operating on raw and highly compressed images.
Finally, it is important to put emphasis on the fact that experimental evaluations have not been conducted on real surveillance footage. However, real surveillance material may not be available in un-compressed form, that is, double compression effects and a non-existent baseline may hinder a thorough investigation of image compression effects on ear recognition. Moreover, the usage of publicly available ear datasets enables fully reproducible research. Therefore, this work represents a fully reproducible study on the influence of image compression techniques on ear biometrics which may serve as an adequate reference point for forensic investigators as well as for operators choosing system settings and as a guidance for experts standardising biometric data interchange formats. 
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